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An Important Notice:
The PVMIRROR wants your views and
comments. Please send them by e-mail to:

avineberg@yahoo.com

PV Mirror es una publicación semanal. Certificados
de licitud de título y contenido en tramite. Prohibida
la reproducción total o parcial de su contenido,
imágenes y/o fotografías sin previa autorización por
escrito del editor.

NOTE:

To Advertisers & Contributors and those with public
interest announcements, the deadline for publication is:

2:00 pm on Monday of the
week prior to publication.

250 words max, full name,
street or e-mail address and/
or tel. number for verification
purposes only. If you do not
want your name published, we
will respect your wishes. Letters
& articles become the property
of the PVMIRROR and may be
edited and/or condensed for
publication. The articles in this
publication are provided for the
purpose of entertainment and
information only. The PV Mirror
City Paper does not accept
any responsibility or liability
for the content of the articles
on this site or reliance by any
person on the site’s contents.
Any reliance placed on such
information is therefore strictly
at such person’s own risk.

You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm
Welcome

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny
days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the
rainy season extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter.
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to
its shores to lay their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism,
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon,
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely
accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes.
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port
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If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at
the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in
the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help
you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.
Download their app in your smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time,
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc. North
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit
the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 15%-20% of the bill
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids,
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave,
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio),
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners. Better

yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from your
account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money at
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa,
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in
the Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled
water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta.
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for
more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path.
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And
don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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Your Comments
avineberg@yahoo.com
Dear Editor,
I would like to add my Comments concerning
bicycles on the Malecon.
Firstly, I agree with Jim North’s comments.
Secondly, I must point out, before the Malecon
was restructured to its present form, the portion
with the Bike Path was actually a road. The road
was blocked off and incorporated into a wider
and much nicer Malecon.
I ride daily and use the Bike Path, as do many,
to traverse from the South end of town North and
vice versa.
The Bike Path is designated, but I confess
the painted markings have faded and could be
refreshed.
Actually, it would make little difference.
Pedestrians walk on it, texting, talking on phones
and taking selfies as they ignore the markings. A
polite reminder they are on a Bike Path is not well
received!

Incidentally, the Bike Path continues north many
kilometers and is a big improvement. Mostly now
completed to Mojaneras. Great GREEN idea!
I am sure I have seen Jim but do not know him
as I ride from Amapas to Coapinole or Mojaneras,
return, daily.
I have ridden my bike in PV since 2001 and
have never hit anyone. I confess to having startled
a few Texters and Selfie Folks.
Since my arrival in November 2020, I have
logged in excess of 4,000 kms or about 2,500
miles.
Oh, and I am 81 and hope to continue riding for
a few more years.
Motion is Lotion!
Gerry,
Sharing his time between PV and the Algonquin
Park Area, Ontario, Canada

MAY 28
Lázaro Cárdenas Park – 5 to 9:00 p.m.
Health Fair by SETAC and MedTravel
Amaria Villas - 8 p.m. to 2 a.m., 300 people
The Night of Fireflies – Honoring Life
MAY 29
Oscar’s Restaurant - 9 a.m. – 50 people
Yoga in Community
ACT II - 8 p.m. - 120 people
Cabaret Show: “Mexican Jill Pawer” - $150. Pesos
Amaria Villas - 8 p.m. to 2 a.m., 300 people
Red Dress Party: United against HIV

FOUR days left!

PV Pride, LGBTQ+ Festival 2021 is an event dedicated
to celebrating the freedom of choice and the LGBTQ+
community pride with a very interesting agenda of
conferences, camps, yoga sessions and much more.
Some of the events can be enjoyed livestream. You
have until May 31st to celebrate PV Pride, LGBTQ+
Festival 2021! Check out their schedule of activities on
their website: https://setac.com.mx/nuestro-orgullo/

MAY 30
Amaria Villas - 2 p.m. - 300 people
Pride Fiesta
Hotel Mercurio - 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. – 100 people
Mercurio Drag Brunch!
Hotel Mercurio – 4 to 7 p.m. - 100 people
Relaunch Beers Boys & Burgers
Email: reservations@hotel-mercurio.com
Whatsapp/celular: (+52) 322-105-8669
Telephone: (+52) 322-222-4793
MAY 31
SETAC Versalles Wellness Center Romantic Zone – 1 to 8 p.m.
“A Day of Giving” with Krispy Kreme
The Palm - 6 p.m. - 100 people
Closing event: Help me, Supermana!
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Welcome, Home!
Sheryl Novak

Before you buy, sleep on it!

(See location number on Central Map)

Having lived in Mexico for over
twelve years and dedicated much of
my time to learning about everything
related to home furnishings available
in this country, I feel confident in my
recommendations to others. Here is
one of my most significant pieces of
advice: when furnishing your home
in Vallarta, the three items you should
not skimp on are a well-made sofa,
long-lasting outdoor furniture, and an
incredibly comfortable mattress.
It amazes me that some people think
of purchasing their mattresses from a
big box store.
A bed is a critical piece of furniture.
We spend roughly one-third of every
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day on this item. It needs to be
comfortable and soft, yet give enough
support to ensure you get a good sleep.
The only way to know if a mattress
will provide these benefits is to lie
down on it. But how many times have
you seen someone at a big box store
lying on a mattress?
Throughout Mexico, there are
dedicated mattress stores that offer
numerous options that you can try
out. There is no hassle from the
salespeople.
They offer many familiar brand
names, such as Sealy and Serta. In
addition, unlike the big box stores,
these specialty stores include delivery,

so you do not have to try to find
someone with a truck to haul it from
the retail establishment, up multiple
flights of stairs and into your bedroom.
Before you shop anywhere for
a mattress, however, it is essential
to know a few things that are
different here than ‘back home’.
Most people are unaware that
mattress sizes differ around the world.
Mattresses manufactured in Mexico
are shorter and broader than American
and European mattresses.
This size variance is not enough
to impact sleep quality, but you
will notice something is a little off.
For those who are taller, worry not!
American sizes are available in
Mexico, although they are considered
special orders.
According to the President of Sealy’s
manufacturing plant in Mexico,
American-size mattresses make up less
than 2% of their total annual mattress
sales. Some mattress superstores keep
two to three American-size mattresses
in inventory; however, you may need
to sacrifice any features you may want
in return for getting the mattress right
away.
California-size mattresses are
unlikely to ever be in stock, so it
would need to be a special order. A
special-order mattress can take up to
two or three months, if not longer.
Manufacturing plants adjust all their
machinery to produce these special
sizes and generally wait until they
have a large enough order to warrant
the cost of adjusting.
As with all furniture in Mexico, do
not expect prices to be lower than north
of the border. Prices for Mexican-size

mattresses are about the same price,
although just like everywhere, there
are regular sales.
American-size mattresses and
American-size bedroom furniture cost
around 10% more as a rule of thumb.
Remember, too, that if you get a
custom-sized American mattress, your
bed base and headboard sizes will
also need to be adjusted. The names
of bed sizes in Mexico are a little
different. Here, they are king, queen,
matrimonial and individual.
As for materials, the two most
popular options are coil and memory
foam mattresses. Depending on the
type of support you prefer, mattresses
with pocketed, offset, or continuous
coils are available.
Memory foam mattresses are
soft and adaptable and great if
your partner is a restless sleeper.
I have had both types of mattresses
in my home here for about ten years,
both priced in the mid-range. No
rusted coils. No mold or mildew.
A good night’s sleep is an
investment. Make it a priority to get
it right the first time. If you would
like assistance with getting a good
mattress for your new condo, see us
at SOLutions Mexico in the Romantic
Zone at 363A Constitucion just off
Basilio Badillo (Open Mon. through
Fri. 10 to 2). Our Bucerias store is at
Heroes de Nacozari 126 (Open Tues.,
Thurs. and Sat. 10 to 2). If you are
not currently in Mexico, email us at
furniture@solutionsmexico.com
or Whatsapp us at +3221365156
and remember to join our Facebook
Group: Mexico Furniture and Décor
for ideas and inspiration.
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The Cuale Artisan Friday Market
(a Farmers’ Market)

This market is located at local #3 Rio Cuale
island next to Oscar’s Restaurant at the western
tip of Cuale Island, downtown. You may
remember the place as the old Devil’s Restaurant
and Bar.
We will remain open until the end of July,
2021. Other seasonal markets are closing or are
closed; we will be open to tend to your needs.
Our talented local artists that you are
accustomed to seeing will continue to display,
delight, and have their work available to you,
your friends and your family. We also have
live entertainment featuring Cecilia Paloma,
a talented local singer. Cecilia sings beautiful
cumbias and traditional Mexican songs.
Our artisans include:
 Pata de Kangaroo and their designer beach
clothing.
 Javier Mata Neri showing silver work of
incredible beauty and craftsmanship.
 Juan Manuel Hernandez and his fantastic
creations fashioned from beach stones welded
with wire
and copper
 Sherry Carter and biofeedback. Did
you know that stress is responsible for 90
percent of all diseases in your body? It has
been scientifically proven to reduce stress and
improve quality of life. Biofeedback is relaxing,
non-invasive, helps to manage pain, and reduces
stress through powerfully effective frequencies.
These personalized frequencies put the body
back into a state of balance and harmony.

Sherry Carter also does painting through
Harmonic art. Harmonic art evokes an emotional
response from the viewer. This visual symphony
creates a harmonizing field of energy that is in
sync with your soul.
 Body testing by Dr. Rose Backman.
Author, international speaker, radio host,
clinical nutritionist, emotional and physical
kinesiologist, she knows the connection between
mind and body health. Her expertise of 30 years
supported clients overcome money, weight,

relationship and business concerns. One of
her favorite statements is, “your body knows
everything.” Dr. Rose will read your body and
tell you what beliefs are blocking your physical
and emotional health from healing. I promise
you all that’s required is your willingness to heal.
 Maria Fuentes presenting silver work of
beauty and craftsmanship,
 Kim and Yoli displaying vintage sexy
garments.
Several more artisans have joined
our group, including:
 Vida Farias featuring therapies and
massages
 Diego Gonzales featuring exotic herbal
products from South America.
 Ricardo Alvarado featuring macramé and
intriguing stone works.
 Quetzal Meza and Hugo displaying Mexican
chocolate, artisanal honey.
This is the short-list for now of artisans
featured this month; we will add more as time
marches on.
I am an herbalist and your host, Ricardo Mazcal.
I will display my natural herbal formulas, creams,
tinctures, tonics and essential oils.
I also write a column about Herbolaria
Mexicana, Ayurveda and Chinese Traditional
Medicine (CTM) in the PV Mirror entitled The
Healing Power of Plants.
Come and visit us at the new Cuale Artisan
Friday Market; you’ll be glad you did.
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Happy Anniversaries, Puerto Vallarta!
This Monday, May 31st, 2021, Puerto
Vallarta will celebrate its 103rd anniversary
as a municipality and its 53rd as a city. There
are usually civic activities throughout the day,
in addition to the usual festivities at Los Arcos
Amphitheater (across the street from the town’s
main square) and by the Seahorse Statue, starting
in the afternoon.
As of this printing, we were not informed as to
the location of the traditional fireworks this year.
A LITTLE HISTORY
During the first part of the 19th century, at
the mouth of the Cuale River -then inhabited
primarily by crocodiles- there were practically no
human dwellers. The hubs of economic activity
were up in the mountains, in the towns of Cuale,
San Sebastian and Mascota, where silver mines
abounded but where salt, an essential element for

processing the metal, was nowhere to be found.
In 1851, Guadalupe Sanchez, a boatman from
Cihuatlan who used to bring salt from San Blas or
the Marias Islands to Los Muertos beach, became
weary of waiting for the muleteers to come and
pick up the load. As he was still a young man of
19 and had just gotten married, Guadalupe saw
fit to establish himself in this beautiful place he
would call Las Peñas. This, in few words, could
very well be the story of the founding of what we
now know as Puerto Vallarta. The discovery of
a lesser kind of silver in the United States brought
down the price of the metal and old prosperity
became affliction. The miners left their recently
acquired trade to go back to agriculture, this time
in the fertile valley of the Ameca river, so rich
that it produced three corn harvest per year. The
area was not only self-sufficient, it even yielded
enough surpluses to be sold in other markets of

the county. As there were no roads out of Las
Peñas, the produce was sent out on boats by way
of Manzanillo and Mazatlan.
In 1918, through the efforts of its population,
Las Peñas was granted the title of municipality,
as well as a new name: Puerto Vallarta, in honor
of Ignacio L. Vallarta.
About 20 years later, Vallartans turned their
eyes towards the ocean where they found a new
source of wealth - in sharks. The fish’s fins soon
ended up on the tables of Chinese restaurants in
New York. In 1942, the first formal promotion
of Puerto Vallarta abroad appeared as an ad in
“Modern Mexico”, a magazine published in New
York. The text in a sixth-of-a-page ad offered a
flight from Guadalajara to a “primitive place of
hunting and fishing” and was signed by the Fierro
brothers, founders of the first airline service in
the community.
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Twelve years later, Mexicana Airlines
inaugurated its flight Guadalajara-Puerto
Vallarta. Among the visitors who started coming
was Guillermo Wulff, a Mexico City engineer …
and famous movie director John Huston.
With the filming of “The Night of the Iguana”
in 1963, the extraordinary gathering of celebrities,
captive in an out-of-the-way spot, plus the scandal
caused by the famous Elizabeth Taylor-Richard
Burton affair- was too tempting for the international
press that soon began arriving in hordes. From that
moment on, Puerto Vallarta ceased to be “a secret
hide-away waiting to be discovered”.
Facing the growing demands of tourism, the
need for an adequate response from authorities
and investors became urgent, and the Governor of
the State of Jalisco from 1965 to 1971, Francisco
Medina Ascencio, was there to promote the change.

Through his efforts and vision, Medina was
able to infuse his confidence in the future of
Puerto Vallarta in the then President of Mexico,
Gustavo Díaz Ordaz, who decided to take the
gamble with the Governor. “If the governor
of Jalisco and I fail in our plans to make of
Vallarta a model destination and an example
of perseverance and vision, I will be reminded
of my dear mother and he of his own. But we
will start tomorrow, hear me well: tomorrow!” Gustavo Díaz Ordaz.
Thus Puerto Vallarta ascended to the category
of City on May 31, 1968, and was granted the
financial resources to build the bridge over the
Ameca River, the coastal highway from Barra de
Navidad to Puerto Vallarta, the Compostela-Las
Varas-Puerto Vallarta road, and the international
airport named after the President himself.
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marciavallarta@gmail.com

Anticipation!

(See location number on Central Map)

I have Spring Fever! Anybody
else feeling like there are so many
great possibilities bubbling all
around that choosing from it all
might be a bit daunting? So many
fabulous entertainment choices that
maybe you’ll have to flip a coin to
determine where you will go on
any given night? Too many miles
of beaches, so many snazzy beach
clubs, too many restaurants with
generous drinks and really good
food. Where to go all day? What to
do! Where to start?
The only problem with being a
very long-time resident of Vallarta
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Marcia Blondin

- 30 plus years - is that I can never
again experience that first trip to
this endlessly fascinating city that
I love so much. Instead, I think
my Spring Fever is because I am
witnessing a rebirth of our city, our
economy after such a miserable 18
months. There is even a definite
springlike coolness in the breeze as
I sit writing by my window looking
at the church’s crown; good times
are coming, and that’s for sure.
At Arte Viviente last week, I
had two delightful surprises come
through the door - d’Rachel, an
amazing harpist with a wounded
paw, and Cathy von Rohr, one
of Vallarta’s first resident fine art

Please remember to help our
tourists gently. The streets in
centro are in a mess, bus routes
and traffic are snarled and are
likely to be that way for the next
few weeks. Vallarta has 60 flights
a day offloading brave adventurers
who can actually turn our economy
around. We welcome them with
friendship, lovely tropical vibes
and open arms, From Here.

(See location number on Central Map)

From Here

painters. We stood and yakked for
a good hour which really cut into
their shopping time; they still have
three floors to peruse next visit!
Later that day, artist Marta Gilbert
called with some questions about
our inventory, and last Friday, I
had dinner with Allyna Vineberg,
publisher and editor of the PV
Mirror. Allyna also had a private
tour of Arte Viviente after we
carefully walked the gauntlet from
Trio restaurant on Guerrero that
is all torn up, detoured on car-less
Libertad around mountains of sand
to the front door of the store. It is
lovely to try to see the shop through
new eyes.
All kinds of groovy things to do
next week, including Effie Passero’s
show at the Palm. I might just stay to
see a reprise of The Royals that will
follow Effie’s performance. Mama
Mia - the full musical production is
back at Act II’s Main Stage; I am
very excited to see this show on
Friday. Full reports next week.

17
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Paradise and Parenting

The Not-So-Shining
Leza Warkentin

www.mommyinmexico.wordpress.com

One part of my youth that I like to share with my children are
movies. When I was their age, I loved to watch movies (what
else do you do when the weather in your home country is actively
trying to kill you), and there were several I wanted to share with
my kids once they were old enough.
Some of my favorites are thrillers and horror movies, especially
the older ones, where the stories are complex and the scare builds
over the course of the movie. I like reading Stephen King books
and then seeing the movie, so that I already know where the major
jump scares will be and so that I can compare the plot lines and
additional details.
My daughter inherited the love of scary movies, and my son
caught the Stephen King novel bug. Gilberto, their dad, and I
have always been pretty protective of what our kids watch and the
video games they play, and when they were younger, we stuck to
recommendations for their particular age groups.
Since they’ve become teens and they’ve seen more games and
movies with their friends that are more advanced, I have loosened
up a lot and started working my way through my Favorites List
with them.
We’ve watched movies like Stand by Me, Jaws, all the Mission
Impossible series, and even The Sixth Sense.
Finally, this weekend, my son announced that it was time for us
to watch The Shining, a 1980 cult classic. I remember the book
more than the movie, and it’s one of my favorite scary stories. I
recalled watching the movie and being utterly terrified, and I was
concerned about my kids being traumatized from some of the
stronger scenes.
But they insisted they wanted to see it, and told me that they had
promised their friends they’d watch and report back. Most of their
friends had already seen it, and they wanted them to share their
impressions. I was excited for them to see this piece of cinematic
history, to be honest, so we decided we’d make a night of it last
Saturday night.
You. Guys. My eighties people. I have awoken this morning a
different person, understanding that we from Generation X do not
know real fear. I spent my entire life dealing with the trauma of
Jack Nicholson’s face leering through the bathroom door when I
saw the TV TRAILER, ok? My WHOLE life. We watched this
movie yesterday and, at 47 years of age, I am now purged of this
trauma.
This movie was creepy FOR SURE, but my children experienced
more chuckles than horror from the psychedelic carpet pattern of
The Hallway and the over-the-top ear-damaging violin in the music

score. I love me some Stephen King, but I spent decades
wondering why he didn’t love this movie version of his 1977
novel of the same name. Sorry Stephen, I get it now. I GET
IT.
And now my kids think I’m about as Boomer as it gets
(I think Boomers are like lukewarm leftovers from past
generations who don’t know how to pick decent movies or
part their hair). So I’ve lost some street cred around here, and
I didn’t even have much to start with.
If you are wondering which films DO hold up to time’s harsh
spotlight, I will share which ones worked for our family as either a)
fun, campy, comic relief or b) truly entertaining and stood the test
of time:
1.- E.T.
2.- Ferris Bueller’s Day Off
3.- Jaws (not supposed to be in the comic relief section,
but ended up there for sure)
4.- Indiana Jones
5.- Star Wars
It’s tough coming face to face with what you used to think was
the coolest, and hold it up to the light and realize that progress isn’t
all that bad. I was thinking to pull out The Breakfast Club next as
a special treat, but I think maybe that one is best left along with my
teenaged angst and teasing comb.
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Gemini

Gemini also understand and read people well.
Gemini is often regarded as a sign that’s two-faced and duplicitous,
flighty and indecisive. But that oversimplification and, honestly, unfair
categorization doesn’t tell the whole story of Gemini personality
traits. If you’re an all-star Gemini, you already know this, though.
We adore our children to a fault.
Often attractive creatures, Gemini people have a
way with design, beauty and aesthetic. They have a
way of putting things together. Gems pay attention to
detail, and they can spot things others can’t.
Gemini also have a way of presenting their style in
a way that is very notable.
Dangerous fears
The most dangerous thing about Gemini is that
they’re unreliable and disorganized. Sure, they’re
probably not going to rob you, but one may lose the
favorite necklace when they borrow it, or they may
blow off a parking ticket until they have a warrant out
for their arrest. Sometimes they forget to return your
call or letter… don’t take it personally, they just have
a lot of stuff on their desk and things get mislayed or
blown away in a breeze.
A Gemini’s most common fear is the fear of getting stuck in a
routine or losing their freedom.
They are curious and like to find out new things about the people
they are surrounded by, and their biggest insecurity is that they could
become out of the ‘loop’ and feel abandoned.
Best matches
If you’re a person who’s smart, clever, independent, self-sufficient,
and doesn’t need to be in control,
Gemini may be your soulmate. Gemini is compatible with several
signs, including Aries, Leo, Sagittarius, and especially Cancer
who are grounding for the airy Gemini (my partners and both my
daughters are Leo). That’s all I have to say about that - without my
family bringing up all my negative personality traits.
My birthday is June 1st… so if the shoe fits…

Krystal Frost

Why are there so many around the Bay?
That would be any of us beings born between May 21st and
June 21st, called the Twins.
If you have been around awhile, you might remember
Toody’s annual Gemini party. We would gather around her
pool, a whole bunch of us playful, unsubdued, noisy Gemini
to celebrate our dualism, folly and generally winsome bunch.
From a personal point of view, there are really two of us
in one body. Never a boring or quiet moment. Ruled by the
planet Mercury which allows us to be liquid, moving easily
into new situations, we are usually good with words, we are
experts in just about anything and convincingly, articulately
defending our platform. They usually can make up a feasible
story on the spot especially under dire circumstances. The
understanding of this trait alone allows us to be rather fearless when
it comes to travel and adventures.
Maybe that’s what has attracted so many of us Twins to Banderas
Bay.
Here’s what I found out... if the shoe fits, wear it with joy.
Have you ever been so busy that you wished you could clone
yourself just to get everything done? That’s the Gemini experience
in a nutshell. Appropriately symbolized by the celestial twins, this
air sign was interested in so many pursuits that it had to double
itself. Because of Gemini’s intrinsic duality, they’re often falsely
misrepresented as two-faced. In reality, however, Gemini rarely
have a hidden agenda. Playful and intellectually curious, the Gemini
is constantly juggling a variety of passions, hobbies, careers,
and diverse friend groups. They are the social butterflies of the
zodiac: These quick-witted twins can talk to anyone about anything.
As an air sign, Gemini are best known for their intelligence and
their active minds.
They love to think, they love to learn and they never stop
wondering about the unexplained possibilities of the universe.

* Plaza Caracol |
L’Oreal Paris Salon
(Local 6A-A in front
of Soriana’s cashier #16)
* Tourist Info Booth at La Isla
* Hotels

* Tourismo Office (City Hall)
* Malecon Tourist Info Booths
* Arte Viviente
(303 Libertad)

* Master Baiter’s
(Between docks A and B)
* Hotels &
Condo Towers

For questions and comments - Cell: 322 116-9645
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

(See location number on Central Map)

* Ramiro’s framing shop.
(342 V. Carranza)
* Timothy Real Estate
(by Rivera Molino)
* Los Mercados
(265 Aquiles Serdan)

Krystal Frost
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CanSino vaccine good for only 6 months, study finds
The immunity against Covid-19
provided by China’s single-shot
CanSino vaccine — which has
been used in Mexico to inoculate
millions of seniors and teachers
— declines significantly after six
months, according to the results of
a clinical trial.
People inoculated with the
vaccine should therefore be given
a booster shot, the study concluded.
According to a report by the
newspaper El Universal, the
National Institute of Medical
Sciences and Nutrition, one of the
Mexican institutions involved in the
trial that began late last year, wrote
to participants earlier this month to
advise them that immunity against
Covid-19 generated by the CanSino
shot had been found to wane
“significantly” after six months.
It didn’t specify what it meant by
significantly.
The CanSino vaccine had been
found to be about 75% effective
against the coronavirus and 100%
effective against serious disease.
The medical institute’s email
message to trial participants said
they would be given a second
CanSino dose if they had already
received a first shot.
Those who received a placebo
will be given a first shot of the
CanSino vaccine and a second shot
six months later, the email said.
El Universal asked the federal
Health Ministry what the study’s
finding would mean for the
government’s national vaccination
program but the ministry didn’t
respond to the newspaper’s request
for comment.
As of Sunday night, Mexico
had received 4.6 million doses of
CanSino, a figure that accounts for
about 14% of all shots delivered.
The government last year signed an
agreement to purchase 35 million
doses of the shot, one of two
Chinese-made vaccines that have
been used in Mexico.

If the government follows the
advice based on the findings of
the clinical trial, all people who
have already had a CanSino shot
will have to get another one before
the end of the year. The number
of people who can be inoculated
with the CanSino shots Mexico has
agreed to buy would be halved from
35 million to 17.5.
The CanSino vaccine is not the
only Covid-19 vaccine for which a
booster shot is likely to be required.
Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla said last

month that people inoculated with
that company’s product would
likely need a third booster dose.
“A likely scenario is that there
will be likely a need for a third dose,
somewhere between six and 12
months and then from there, there
will be an annual revaccination, but
all of that needs to be confirmed.
And again, the variants will play a
key role,” he said April 1.
Johnson & Johnson CEO Alex
Gorsky told CNBC in February
that annual vaccination against
Covid-19 might be necessary, as is
the case with the seasonal flu.
Mexico has received almost
33.5 million doses of five different
vaccines, according to data
presented at the Health Ministry’s
Sunday night coronavirus press
briefing.
The government has
received 13.4 million Pfizer shots,
6 million doses of AstraZeneca,

Airlines report increase in business from vaccine tourism
As Mexicans tired of waiting for a Covid-19 vaccine have been heading
to the U.S. to get vaccinated, two airlines are reaping the benefits.
Fly Business has tripled its flights to Texas, a state known for its bountiful
vaccine supply and a place where foreigners can get the jab. The airline has
increased its schedule from three to nine flights weekly.
“There are many people who have asked for flights to Texas specifically.
We have provided these flights… because we want people to get vaccinated
and we have also offered a discount,” said Fly Business president Elliot Ross
in an interview with the newspaper Milenio. “The priority for businessmen
is to get their families vaccinated. … in Mexico that is not so easy, and with
a short, two-hour flight, people prefer to get the injection in Texas.”
He added that vaccine tourism currently accounts for 20% of the
company’s flights.
Another airline, Aeromar, said its flights to Texas have 80% seat
occupancy, a rate that is even higher than it was before the pandemic.
Airline director Juan Rosello said that many of those clients are traveling to
get their vaccine in Texas.
The Mexican Association of Travel Agencies (AMAV) has also seen a
spike in business from vaccine tourism. In the past two weeks, it has sold
120,000 travel packages for Mexicans seeking to be vaccinated, Milenio
reported. At 20,000 pesos (US $1,000), the packages are not within the
reach of every Mexican but for those who can afford it, it has proved to be
an attractive option. The packages include flights, hotels, transportation and
vaccine registration, mainly for destinations in Texas, Arizona or Miami,
Florida.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com, Milenio)

7 million SinoVac vaccines, 2.4
Sputnik V shots and 4.6 million
doses of CanSino. Just under 26.5
million of the doses, or about
80% of those received, had been
administered by Sunday night.
Mexico’s coronavirus situation
has improved significantly since
the country went through its second
and worst wave of the pandemic,
which began late last year and
extended into early 2021. Half of
Mexico’s 32 states are now low-risk
green on the federal stoplight map,
15 are medium risk yellow and just
one — Quintana Roo — is highrisk orange.
Mexico’s accumulated case tally
is currently 2.39 million, while
the official Covid-19 death toll is
221,647, a figure considered a vast
undercount.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com,
El Universal, CNBC)
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A do not miss! - Calle Corona
Cesar Ricardo Lopez

Once considered one of the main
tourist streets of Puerto Vallarta, Calle
Corona located in the Colonia El
Centro [downtown] which stretches
east along the iconic Malecon, has
had a resurgence in recent years with
a variety of renowned art galleries
and delectable restaurants among
other attractions.
A street that should not be
missed when wandering around the
cobblestones and uneven sidewalks
of El Centro, Calle Corona without a
doubt will surprise you.
The perfect place to start your course
is at Galeria Uno. Just one block up
from the Malecon and established in
1971, it has an abundance of wellknown Mexican and other artists
from all over the world. Afterwords
saunter over to LOD Jewelry, a small
art and jewelry gallery with modern

one-of-a-kind designs that utilize
precious gems such as Colombian
emeralds and Mexican opals. Climb

Art Walk B.C. (Before Covid)

the red staircase to LOFT Galeria to
find a fascinating variety of fine art
and sculpture. Finally ending up at
Galeria de Ollas with an impressive
collection of ceramics from Mata
Ortiz Chihuahua.
No tour is complete without
a gratifying and delicious meal.
Veggitalia, with its twist on vegetarian
Italian food, is a local favorite of
vegetarians and nonvegetarians
alike, and for those with sensitivity
to gluten, they have one of the only
gluten-free pizzas in Vallarta.
You might just want to relax after all
the excitement and the perfect place to
do that is at Vital Massage. They offer
a variety of services from deep tissue
massage to pedicures, the spa provides
a tranquil space to rest and unwind.

Finally, end your tour on the upstairs
patio of No Se Nada, one of the top
rated restaurants by locals and visitors
with a unique view of the Malecon
and, of course, the lovely Calle
Corona. Have one of their delicious
fresh high quality cocktails or perhaps
enjoy an offering from their tempting
menu of international fusion cuisine.
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Incanto celebrates PRIDE

with outstanding weekly entertainment!
FRIDAY - Brunch with Media Luna, Spanish
Guitars Open-air stage 11 a.m. (T)                    
- Joan Houston & Bob Bruneau,
Piano/Vocals - 5 p.m.
- Effie Passero, Singer-songwriter,
Piano - 7:30 p.m. (T)
- Jason Dottley - Life On The Gay List 8 p.m. Theatre (T)
- Louis Whitaker - Broadway Baby Live piano/Vocals - 9:30 p.m.
SATURDAY - Brunch with Jorge & Lenny 11 a.m. Open-air stage (T)
- Bingo with Aunt Pearl - 4 p.m.
‘The Best Bingo South Of The Border’
- Three Tenors Vallarta - In the style
of Il Divo - 7:30 p.m. (T)
- Cabaret On The Cuale, Dance Revue/
Vocals - 8 p.m. - Theatre (T)
- Dennis Crow, Piano Sing-along - 9:30 p.m.
SUNDAY - Brunch with Media Luna, Spanish
Guitars - Open-air stage 11 a.m. (T)                  
- Derek Carkner, Piano - Diva Hits/Gay
Anthems Unplugged - 5 p.m.
- Open Mic Night - Sing, Dance, Play,
the stage is yours! - 7:30 p.m.
- Crutze Two-Piano Recital, Classical/
Contemporary - 8 p.m. Theatre            
(Select Sundays - T)
MONDAY - Bob Bruneau’s Disco Show Piano/Vocals - 5 p.m.
- Joby Hernandez Acoustic Guitar/Vocals - 7:30 p.m.
- Alison Lo, Live Piano/Vocals - 9:30 p.m.
TUESDAY - Leo Kay, Spanish Guitar/Vocals - 5 p.m.
- Kim LaRue’s ‘Rendezvous’ Dance
Revue/Vocals - 7:30 p.m. (T)      
- Dennis Crow, Piano Sing-along - 9:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY - CLOSED
THURSDAY - Jean-Guy ‘Jay-Gee’ Comeau, Piano - 5 p.m.
- Alison Lo Live Piano/Vocals - 7:30 p.m.
- Eva & Mau, Acoustic Guitar Covers - 9:30 p.m.

All shows in the Piano Bar unless otherwise noted (T-Ticketed). For more information, online tickets, and reservations, please
visit IncantoVallarta.com Refer to their Facebook page for a complete daily schedule. Located at 109 Insurgentes, by the
northbound bridge. Current hours: 9 a.m. - 11:30 p.m. daily (except Wednesdays). Breakfast served on the riverside terrace
9 a.m. – 4 p.m., live piano music (11 a.m. – 2 p.m.) Casual evening dining 4 p.m. – 11 p.m. Happy Hour features two-forone house cocktails plus two-for-one show tickets for select current shows 4 p.m. – 5 p.m. Incanto has all Health and Safety
procedures in place. Limited capacity. New windows in the piano bar open to the fresh-air breezes of the Rio Cuale.
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A Creative Challenge
Cesar Lopez & Aleatha Ius

Seeking a pleasing visual balance is a difficult task when
designing jewelry. The brother team at LOD Jewelry use a variety
of techniques, texture and balance of colour to create their one-ofa-kind jewelry designs that delight the eye of the beholder.
The love of art, gems and nature is something that came naturally
to the Lopez brothers which they inherited from a family of artists.
When their grandfather gifted them a tiny emerald for good luck
as children, he had no idea he had unleashed a life long passion for
emeralds and other precious gems for his grandsons.   
The process of design begins long before the studio by handselecting each gem they put into their designs. In the case of
their favorite gem the emerald, they visit the mines deep in the

Colombian section of the Andes mountain range every year to select
the right stones to give life to their collection.  
Before beginning a new project, they take in to account a large
number of design aspects. Firstly determining where the focal point
of the piece will be, where the principal gem will lie, and if there
will be other stones in the piece. Next, to not lose the natural beauty
of the gems, they determine where the light will pass through the
piece, taking into account the play of colors and the different metals
they will be using. All these aspects combined create a unique piece
that feels balanced and harmonious.
LOD Jewelry is located in the heart of Puerto Vallarta on Calle
Corona just up from the Malecon. Since opening almost 7 years
ago the designs have changed and matured with time; they are full
of texture, geometric space and organic shapes. In the gallery you
will find an unforgettable experience of art, handmade jewelry and
precious gems. Come and see for yourself.

The

7 Arts
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The Palm - still going strong!
This Is Gaga, The Royals, I Want It All and Sutton Lee Seymour - First class entertainment all the way.
Mari Conti and her
entourage bring us a
high energy, emotionally
charged show, unlike
anything ever seen before
in Vallarta. This is Gaga,
Saturdays at 9 p.m. Get
tickets early. The word is
out. This show has been
performed 12 times so far,
to sold-out audiences, and
is ever evolving.
It will simply blow you
away. Some clients are so
GooGoo over Gaga, they
have been to almost every
one of her performances!

The Palm Cabaret and Bar is located at 508 Olas Altas
in the heart of the Puerto Vallarta’s Romantic Zone.
Tickets to all shows can be purchased at the
venue’s box office or online at ThePalmCabaret.com
For more information, call (322) 222-0200, or follow
The Palm Cabaret and Bar PVR on Facebook.
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The Royals, starring the best of the best, Maru Conti, Tonny Kenneth
and Roy Cruz - three incredibly talented performers paying tribute
to three icons. Lady Gaga, Prince and Freddy Mercury. This show
has been described by some critics as the best show ever offered in
Puerto Vallarta. Come see for yourself. An evening you will never
forget. Special added show Sunday at 9 p.m. Thursdays at 9 p.m. and
a special added Pride show on Sunday the 30th at 9 p.m.

Our favorite gal pal is back for 2 more shows only: Saturday and
Sunday at 7 p.m. Sutton Lee Seymour, a lot of sass combined
with a lot of class. A first rate high end drag show that packs them
to the rafters. She’s got the voice, the wit, and the gayest songs
imaginable in this made-for-Pride week show. Don’t miss your
chance to see Sutton.

I Want It All, starring Roy Gomez Cruz, is an incredible tribute to
Freddie Mercury, every Friday at 9 p.m. Roy has the voice, the looks,
the charisma and the costumes to take you on a journey through time
to rediscover the magic that was Freddie. A heart-warming energetic
production that will leave you breathless.
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Act2PV continues shows into the most successful summer season on record!
As the smoke clears from the pandemic, more
and more people who have been cooped up for
the past year are choosing Puerto Vallarta for
their summer “getaway”! Act2PV has stepped
up to the challenge, now offering 14 different
shows a week, so that guests can continue to
enjoy live entertainment into the summer!
May has been really busy at Act2PV, with
the opening of Kevin Anthony’s fabulous
Lionel Richie and Stevie Wonder show on

Sunday nights, as well as a brand new rock
show, “A Foreigner’s Journey,” on Saturday
nights, featuring Vallarta’s #1 songstress, Diana
Villamonte, and Act2PV’s rocker extraordinaire,
Victor do Esperito, in a tribute to two legendary
rock groups, Foreigner and Journey! Also,
two really fun new drag shows opened in May,
featuring Steven Retchless in “Stevie Hart”
on Monday nights, and Karma La Perra in
“Keeping Up with Karma!” on Friday nights.

Michael Jackson Returns to Act2PV!

He’s
Back!
A Michael Jackson
extravaganza!
Opening Night
– Friday, June 4 –
7:00 p.m.
With so much excitement in the air, Michael Jackson returns
to Act2PV with an all-new show, “He’s Back!” This thrilling
musical extravaganza, dedicated to the creative genius and
unsurpassed talent of the legendary “Michael Jackson - King
of Pop,” is reborn with lots of new songs, sexy new moves and
fabulous new costumes!   MJ LIVE features dancers, acrobats,
and the incredibly talented Venezuelan TV personality and
Award-winning Michael Jackson impersonator, Jose Martinez.
With songs such as Thriller, Billie Jean, Smooth Criminal, Bad,
Beat It, ABC, Don’t Stop Til You Get Enough, and more, this
90-minute spectacular pays homage to the songs and dances that
made Michael Jackson one of the most revered artists of our time.
4 shows only - Fridays at 7 p.m. in June!
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“…Jose Martinez has all the MJ moves! Excellent show!!”

Act2PV also brought back its most successful
original stage production, Mamma Mia!, for
a 4-show run during May. This limited run
features many of the original cast members from
the 2019/2020 production that was shut down
early due to the pandemic. Although Mamma
Mia! closes Friday, May 28, it has enjoyed soldout houses, and continues to be the number one
box office hit in Puerto Vallarta! Watch for future
productions on the Act2PV stage!

MAMMA MIA!
The Musical (original stage production)
May 28 – 7:00 p.m. (FINAL SHOW!)

Act2PV’s beloved Mamma Mia! (the original
stage production with a full cast) opened to a
sold-out audience on Friday, May 14, and it was
definitely a HIT! The most exciting production in
PV history, Mamma Mia! had a record 58 SOLDOUT PERFORMANCES at Act2PV before it was
forced to close at the start of the pandemic in March,
2020. Act2PV is very grateful to be able to resurrect
this “feel good,” show with many of its original cast
members, as well as some wonderful new additions!
Directed by Alfonso Lopez, Mamma Mia! the Musical
is inspired and enhanced by a whole passel of well-known ABBA tunes. You probably
know the story…. Sophie, the 20-year old bride, is planning to get married in a little hotel
on a Greek island where she has worked with her single mother, Donna, her whole life.
Unbeknownst to Donna, Sophie has longed to find the father she has never known. After
accidentally finding and secretly reading her mother’s diary, she finds clues that point
to three lovers from her mom’s “free-spirited” past that “might” be her father. Sophie
secretly invites all three of these men to her wedding and hilarity ensues! This delightful
story features lots of nostalgic singing and dancing, as well as a HUGE cast, a creative
and colorful set design, beautiful custom-created costumes, and brilliant choreography.
With just three shows remaining, tickets are selling quickly at www.act2pv.com

Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“…Best show Ever, we enjoyed it immensely!”
MAMMA MIA! is presented through special arrangement with Music Theatre
International (MTI). All authorized performance materials are also supplied by
MTI. www.MTIShows.com

Act2PV is the #1 PERFORMING ARTS VENUE IN BANDERAS BAY on TripAdvisor and #3 on Trip Advisor’s “Things to Do in Puerto Vallarta!” Whether you’re
looking for Broadway musicals, cabaret, or drag shows, this 5-star entertainment venue truly brings you THE BEST OF THE BEST! Act2PV has implemented all Covid
protocols in both of its theaters, with reduced capacity, reserved seating, and masks required. Gary Beck, owner of Puerto Vallarta Shows: More of Beck’s Best:
Theater, Cabaret and More! says that “Guests were overheard saying that they cannot believe the impressive shows which are now presented, many being as good
as any Broadway event at a quarter the fee. With widespread vaccination and the voluminous health protocols undertaken in this venue, live entertainment is once
again a huge safe draw.” Act2PV takes the health of their performers, their staff and their customers very seriously! Now you can enjoy LIVE entertainment SAFELY!
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Act2PV Show Schedule (May 28 - June 4)
Always check the website at act2pv.com
for any last-minute changes to the show schedule!
FABULOUS FRIDAY, MAY 28
7:00 – (CLOSING SHOW!) MAMMA MIA! the Musical – A stage play featuring the
original stage production with the full cast!
9:30 – Keeping Up with Karma - An exciting new drag comedy show about pop
stars, paparazzi, gossip and fame, featuring drag diva, Karma La Perra!
SUPER SATURDAY, MAY 29
7:00 – A Foreigner’s Journey – Superstars Diana Villamonte and Victor do Espirito
sing the best of the iconic rock groups, Foreigner & Journey! ! (LIVE BAND!)
7:30 – Crooners, featuring international singer/actor/dancer Marc Lopez,
singing music from Jersey Boys, Frankie Valli, Michael Bublé and more
9:30 – (CLOSING SHOW!) Mexican Jill Pawer – A Mexican comedy about the
sale of products promoting healthy sexuality (Performed in Spanish)
SUNDAY FUNDAY, MAY 30
7:00 – Follies LaRouge – PV’s ONLY Broadway / Vaudeville / Burlesque show,
featuring professional dancers, singers & actors!
7:30 – Kevin Anthony Sings Lionel Richie & Stevie Wonder, featuring Broadway
star and White House honoree, Kevin Anthony! (LIVE BAND!)
9:30 – MAMA TITS Is Back for Pride! Mama Tits returns to Vallarta for Pride Week
with her hilarious “The Bi*ch Is Back” drag show!

Who likes FREEBIES?
“The Greatest Show on Earth,”
now featured in Act2PV’s OUTDOOR
Starlight Cabaret, has rolled out a
whole new style of entertainment, and
it’s definitely a HIT (as evidenced by
its FULL AUDIENCES every week.
On Wednesday nights, people can see a
FREE SHOW featuring performances
by many of Act2PV’s amazing
entertainers!
Sometimes they sing songs from
their shows, but very often, they “go
rogue” with new show ideas! FREE
FOOD is served, and each time a drink
is ordered, more food is brought out,
such as tacos con carne molida, deepfried potato tacos, chicken flautas and
guacamole tostadas!

MARVELOUS MONDAY, MAY 31
7:00 – Whitney & Warwick, (Extended by Popular Demand) Featuring the music
of Whitney Houston and Dionne Warwick, and starring Vallarta’s #1
songstress and Voice of Mexico Runner-up, Diana Villamonte
9:30 – Stevie Hart - International performer and WORLD CHAMPION pole dancer
(and star of Act2PV’s blockbuster hit, “LIMITLESS),” Steven Retchless
introduces his alter ego, “Stevie Hart,” in an exciting new drag show!
TUESDAY, JUNE 1 / CLOSED
WONDERFUL WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2
6:30 – Fleetwood Mac/Eagles, a musical tribute featuring Puerto Vallarta’s
#1 Musical Duo, US TWO (LIVE BAND)
8:00 – THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, featuring host, Marc Lopez and all
Act2PV entertainers! FREE ADMISSION and FREE APPETIZERS!
THANKFUL THURSDAY, JUNE 3
7:30 – Follies Arriba, an energy-filled extravaganza with loads of Latin rhythms,
sassy and sultry music, and sexy salsa!
7:00 – Limitless, singing, dancing, story-telling and a few more surprises featuring singer/actor, America’s Got Talent semi-finalist
& International Champion Pole Dancer, Steven Retchless
FABULOUS FRIDAY, JUNE 4
7:00 – (OPENING NIGHT!) He’s Back! A Michael Jackson extravaganza!
7:30 – Linda Ronstadt: In My Voice, a musical tribute featuring Brenda Gaviño
(Back by Popular Demand)
9:30 – Keeping Up With Karma - An exciting new drag comedy show about
pop stars, paparazzi, gossip and fame, featuring drag diva, Karma La Perra!

For further information or to buy tickets, go to www.act2pv.com

A FOREIGNER’S
JOURNEY

The more you drink, the more you
eat! Everyone loves this new concept,
the show is entertaining, and the food
is outstanding!
Show time is Wednesday – 8:00 pm
edge. We fell in love with the mashups of this music on the popular TV
show, “Glee.” Featuring songs such
as Don’t Stop Believin’, Faithfully,
Urgent, Cold as Ice, Say You Will,
Who’s Cryin’ Now, (and many more)
A Foreigner’s Journey and their
LIVE BAND will rock your world
with really good classic rock music
that will motivate you to bang your
head, break into air guitar solos and
sing along (off-key)! Tickets are
available now at www.act2pv.com

A musical tribute to the rock groups,
Foreigner and Journey!
Saturday – 7:00 p.m.

Queen of the stage, Diana
Villamonte, teams up with local rock
star celebrity, Victor do Espirito and
has collaborated with him on a brandnew show, “A Foreigner’s Journey,”
a show that recreates the sounds and
excitement of two of the world’s
most iconic rock groups, Foreigner
and Journey! The music of Journey
weaves through the depths of love
and heartache like no other, while
Foreigner lets you feel the pain and
heartache with a little more of a rock

CROONERS
Featuring music from The Jersey Boys,
Frank Sinatra, Frankie Valli, Michael
Buble, and the greatest Legends and
Crooners of all time, and starring
Marc Lopez, crooner extraordinaire!
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Saturday – 7:30 p.m.
The handsome and talented Marc
Lopez,
international
superstar,
presents Crooners, a tribute to some
of the most memorable male singers of
our lifetime, including Frankie Valli,
The Jersey Boys, Frank Sinatra, Elvis
Presley and many, many more.
This popular show features many
well-known classics, such as Who
Loves Ya Baby, Sweet Caroline,
Flyaway, Feeling Good, Sway,
Unchained Melody, and others.
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“…Marc can really sing - what
a fantastic voice … The songs were
beautiful, inspirational, and emotional.”

FLEETWOOD MAC
/ EAGLES
A Musical Tribute featuring PV’s #1
Musical duo, Us Two, and their LIVE BAND
Sunday – 6:30 p.m.
UsTwo (and their LIVE BAND)
brings back their record-breaking
musical tribute to the everlasting and
timeless music of FLEETWOOD
MAC and THE EAGLES! Together,
they epitomize some of the most wellknown rock/pop musical sounds of the
70s. UsTwo will perform songs that
bring back memories, such as New Kid
in Town, One of These Nights, Take
It Easy, Heartache Tonight, Dreams
Everywhere, Landslide, Desperado
and many more.
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“…We loved every minute...”

A “Broadway/Vaudeville/Burlesque” show
Sunday – 7:00 p.m.

FOLLIES ARRIBA
A Musical Dance Extravanganza,
featuring Latin rhythms, sassy & sexy
dance moves, and SALSA!
Thursday – 7:30 p.m.
NYC
Choreographer
Kimberly
LaRue has had so much success with
her FOLLIES LA ROUGE show, that
she has created a brand new dance
show! “ARRIBA” is an energy-filled
extravaganza with loads of Latin rhythms,
sassy and sultry music, and sexy salsa!
Featuring dancers of the spectacular
FOLLIES LAROUGE and vocalists Eli
Estrada, Brenda Gaviño, Lenar and more,
it’s a party on the roof on Thursdays at
the beautiful Starlight Cabaret!
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“…A delicious dinner, a very
entertaining show, and excellent table
service result in a very enjoyable and
satisfying evening.”

FOLLIES
LA ROUGE

Due to popular demand, “Follies La
Rouge,” returns with a bedazzling array
of beautiful music, hilarious vaudeville
routines, incredible costumes, classic
comedy and sexy burlesque!
Choreographed by NYC dance
professional, Kim La Rue, this “cheeky
nod to vaudeville and burlesque was
sweet, nostalgic, saucy and hilariously
funny!” (from TripAdvisor) Featuring
a full cast of singers, dancers, acrobats
and some surprises, this production
rivals a production on Broadway!
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“…I have been to the Moulin Rouge
in Paris and this as good or better!”

Kevin-Anthony
Sings Lionel Richie
& Stevie Wonder
Sunday – 7:30 p.m.

KEEPING UP
WITH KARMA
Fridays – 9:30 p.m.

It’s like nothing we’ve ever produced
before! Our new drag show, “Keeping
Up with Karma,” has it all!
From comedy to first rate
professional vocals to incredible
costumes to exotic dancing, Karma
La Perra takes on the world of trash
tabloids, pop stardom and all the juicy
headlines. Karma La Perra is humble
and sincere and DEFINITELY a
force of talent!
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“….I recently saw Keeping up With
Karma, and the setting was perfect to
get lost in kitschy, fabulous songs and
impressive dancing.”

Act2PV welcomes Broadway star
and White House honoree, KevinAnthony II, in a show featuring some
of the greatest hits by two of the most
iconic artists in the world, Lionel
Richie and Stevie Wonder! From
“All Night Long,” “Brick House,”
and “Easy,” to “Signed, Sealed &
Delivered,”
“Superstition,”
and
“Higher Ground” (and so much more),
Kevin breathes his own sense of life
into each song and is accompanied by
the exciting LIVE Roxsand Band!
Bring your singing voice, your dancing
shoes, and a great sense of anticipation
and get ready for an exciting night of
music and fun! Tickets are available at
www.act2pv.com
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“…Kevin Anthony is simply one
of the best performers we have ever
seen!” ~ Sharon Gerber Scherer
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A musical tribute to the musical legendary
Linda Ronstadt, starring Brenda Gaviño
Friday – 7:30 p.m.

LIMITLESS
An incredible mixture of song,
dance, story-telling, and a few extra
surprises, featuring America’s Got
Talent finalist/International Champion
Pole Dancer, Steven Retchless
Thursday – 7:00 p.m.

Do you remember these songs?
Blue Bayou…You’re No Good… Poor,
Poor, Pitiful Me… Just One Look…
Alison… Heatwave… It’s So Easy?!?
Act2PV’s beautiful Brenda Gaviño
stars in an unforgettable tribute to the
“First Lady of Rock,” Linda Ronstadt.
Brenda has always had an affinity for
Linda’s music, and with her powerful
voice and incredible likeness to Linda,
Brenda truly captures the “Ronstadt
style.” Brenda and her band are dedicated
to recreating the sounds and vibes of a
live Linda Ronstadt performance.
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“…Impressive musicians,
and Brenda’s voice is incredible…”

Steven Retchless, the beautiful,
androgynous singer/dancer, returns to
Act2PV with his all-new song and dance
extravanganza, “Limitless!” Retchless
weaves together a whimsical story of
dreaming big, working hard and making
wishes come true, with an incredible
mixture of song, dance, story-telling,
aerial art and strip tease. Unapologetic
and genuine, Steven’s versatile vocals
and flexible body will leave you
spellbound, taking you on a journey like
none that you have ever experienced.
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“….equal parts striptease and song
/ dance, Steven brings a warmth &
humanity to his pole dancing that
was both unexpected & refreshing.”

LINDA RONSTADT:
IN MY VOICE

MAMA TITS:
THE BIT*H IS BACK!
Two shows only! Tuesday,
May 25 & Sunday, May 30 – 9:30 pm

Mama Tits returns to PV for two
special Pride shows! “The Bit*h is
Back” is a poignant show about personal
perseverance and strength achieved
by ignoring adversity, learning to love
yourself and believing in your power.
Mama is a consummate storyteller
that uses stories of her life to inspire
audiences everywhere. That, coupled
with being a passionate entertainer with
vocal chops to match, this show is sure to
delight and inspire you.
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
…She has the dreamiest voice and
she is FUNNY AS HECK!!...”

STEVIE HART
A drag show featuring androgynous
singer/dancer, Steven Retchless
Mondays – 9:30 p.m.
Direct from LAS VEGAS...
International performer, WORLD
CHAMPION pole dancer, and star of
the blockbuster hit, “LIMITLESS,”
Steven Retchless introduces his alter
ego, “Stevie Hart,” in an exciting new
drag show! Featuring beautiful live
vocals, this stunningly gorgeous, largerthan-life diva will mesmerize you with
her sultry voice, sensual dancing, and
fiery/heart-warming story-telling that
will make you laugh and cry. As she
wraps her long legs (and 8-inch heels)
around the audience, “Stevie Hart” is
a drag show that you will never forget.
THIS is what drag is all about.
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“Steven is amazingly talented,
entertaining, and an all round
great guy. He engaged the audience
throughout the show.”

WHITNEY
& WARWICK
A musical tribute to Whitney Houston
& Dionne Warwick, featuring Vallarta’s
#1 songstress, Diana Villamonte
Monday – 7:00 p.m.

Diana Villamonte, Voice of Mexico
Runner-Up and international superstar,
recreates her award-winning Whitney
Houston show, making it a “family

affair,” by also paying tribute to Whitney’s
well-known cousin, Dionne Warwick!
This tiny little gal with the powerhouse
voice will be singing some of the most
famous Whitney and Dionne songs,
including The Morning I Wake Up, Say
a Little Prayer for You, I Have Nothing,
Greatest Love of All, That’s What
Friends Are For, Saving All My Love
for You… and many more favorites!
Trip Advisor ★★★★★
“…best show tonight that we’ve
ever seen in PV...”

For more information about
Act2PV shows, or to order
tickets, please go to the
Act2PV website at
www.act2pv.com Tickets
are also available at the box
office located upstairs at the
corner of Basilio Badillo and
Insurgentes, and is open from
4 to 10 p.m. every day. Be
sure to check out the incredible
reviews on TripAdvisor,
Google and Facebook, too!
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“In order to heal it,
you must feel it”
- John Bradshaw

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW

Most of us probably think we
know how we feel, when in fact,
we are probably only in touch with
two or three emotions with which
we feel most familiar. Some of us
have no problem getting in touch
with our anger and expressing
it in no uncertain terms. Others
have no problem feeling sad and
crying, whether it is a sad movie
or sharing with a friend who is sad.
On the other hand, many people
rarely cry and were raised being
told not to cry. Many people think
it is a sign of weakness to admit
they are afraid and so they pretend
that they are fine, some feel guilty
for everything while others blame
everyone else, some walk around
feeling ashamed of who or what
they are or how they think others
perceive them. Feelings are very
real and very powerful. They
determine a great deal about how
we think and act.

they can also be obstacles and/
or destructive.
Consider how
important it is to feel fear. It
acts as an alarm, a warning of
something harmful or dangerous.
We need to feel afraid enough to
jump out of the way if a bus is
about to hit us. On the other hand,
fear can be paralyzing if it is felt
too extremely. We won’t be able
to jump out of the way before the
bus hits us. Anger is necessary
to provoke action and set limits
and boundaries, but in excess it
evolves into rage. Guilt and shame
are necessary to change behavior
and self-evaluate, but in excess can
be very damaging to self-esteem
and can promote inappropriate
over-compensation for behavior,
especially in a relationship(s).
Therefore, it is what we do with
our emotions and the appropriate
and inappropriate expression of
them that make the difference!

How do they help,
how do they hurt?
Emotions are essential. They
serve many useful purposes, but

So how do I know how I feel?
If I ask “how you feel” most people
respond with what they “think.”
Most people do not know how they

really feel. Instead of saying they
are angry, they might say, “I just
can’t stand it when she does that, I
hate it!” or instead of saying they
are afraid, they might say, “I just
don’t like being alone.” Emotions
can sometimes be felt physically:
anger can cause headaches, fear
can cause tachycardia (fast heart
rate), sadness can cause chest pain
and tightness, and anxiety can
cause a nervous stomach. It is
very helpful to recognize the size
of your emotion by determining
its intensity on a scale of 1-10. It
helps to make what you are feeling
more realistic and it helps to
compare it to other emotions you
are feeling simultaneously and/
or to previous experiences with
the same emotion. For example,
you may immediately recognize
that you are very angry that your
teenage son was out drinking and
driving, but you also feel really
afraid of what could happen, and
then you begin to cry because
you also feel sad that he has this
problem and acts so irresponsibly.
Why do we resist
and fight them?
It is a natural human desire to
want to feel pleasure, which is
why we resist and fight feeling
any emotions that don’t “feel
good.” One of the body’s great
compensating abilities is to
utilize “defense mechanisms” to
defend against the anxiety that is
produced in response to situations
or events. We are then protected
from feeling certain emotions that
would be too overwhelming too
handle at the time (or ever, in some
cases of abuse or trauma). We are
also then shielded from certain
thoughts and impulsive behaviors
which may result had we felt those
feelings/emotions. Some common
defense mechanisms include
denial, blaming, minimization,
justification,
rationalization,

regression, projection, passiveaggression, and manipulation.
Emotions make us human
Although we need our defenses,
most emotions need to be felt and
addressed eventually. They are
what make the human experience
so special and so real; they make us
complete. In order to be complete,
we need to feel completely, not
chose which 2 or 3 emotions we like
or make us feel good. What would
happen if your favorite cake recipe
calls for 7 ingredients and you only
put in 3 or 4? Right! It will not
taste the same and probably will not
even resemble a cake. Emotions
exist for a reason and they don’t go
away just because we choose not to
acknowledge or feel them. Ignoring
them doesn’t make them go away.
They live inside us, in every cell
of our body, filling us with either
anger, hate, and resentment, or with
love, happiness, and compassion,
causing us to be sick or healthy.
You choose! Emotions are usually
at the base of all of our problems.
Treating the symptoms is usually a
temporary quick-fix, which results
in their return and usually with a
greater impact.
It takes courage to decide to
face and confront your feelings,
especially the ones that make
you uncomfortable and cause
pain. You have spent so many
years repressing, denying, or
minimizing them, despite your
body and mind’s attempt to get
your attention. It will probably
never feel like a good time to
begin this process, but I invite you
to reach deep inside yourself and
chose to heal.
Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available
for appointments in person, by phone,
or by skype webcam. Contact info:
ggbelangerpv@gmail.com
Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552
or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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Technology that can de-stress you at a cellular level:
effortlessly and FOREVER
Jaqui Karr CSN, CVD.

(See location number on Central Map)

There’s a Buddha saying that
goes “The trouble is, you think
you have time”. We’ve become
desensitized to the expression “life’s
too short”, but it really really is too
short. I made a decision years ago
to never let an opportunity to live
a richer happier life escape me. So
when I find a shortcut, I take it. 8
days a week, I take it. It’s one of the
smartest conscious decisions I ever
made.
Let me back up a second so you
know where I’m coming from.
When it comes to my health, I’m
a science girl. I don’t like hocus
pocus (isn’t that why Las Vegas was
invented?) I don’t like a gypsy with
a turban on their head telling me the
spirit of my great-aunt from 1871
suggests I eat more broccoli. I like
facts. Call me a nerd. However, I
keep an open mind to alternative
health and solutions that the standard
laboratories don’t accept (their loss,
it doesn’t have to be yours).
When a 12-time Nobel prize
nominee invents something, I’m
all ears. I mean, how much more
scientific does it get than t-w-el-v-e Nobel prize nominations?!
Welcome to the world of SCIO
Quantum Biofeedback.
I know
what you’re thinking: “Quantumwhat? This sounds like a good time
for a margarita”. Hang in there,

8

I’m about to tell you how to renegotiate the DNA you inherited.
First of all, you heard right: change
you at your core. What you’re born
with and what you have become due
to life’s scars don’t need to stay with
you. Chronic physical or emotional
pain doesn’t need to stay with you.
They can stay with you forever, if
you choose. Or you can choose to
live a better life - faster, easier, and
without spending 40 years reading
500 self-help books (I’ve read them,
I’d rather be beachcombing).
This technology is advanced
science that erases all the blockages
keeping you from living the life you
want to live. We get hit with 1001
things from dysfunctional families
to crazy bosses to heartbreak and
after a while, it’s like this huge climb
up the mountain alone. You know
what, when someone offers you a
helicopter ride to the top and a big
fat “delete button” to get rid of life’s
bad stuff, take it. Take the shortcut.
This process helps you with
all the stuff you never thought you
could change, like negative thinking,
stress, physical stresses that normal
detoxes don’t seem to be working
on… you will be amazed at the
things it targets. I was completely
shocked when I saw the list of things
that came up on the screen because
I had told Zoli absolutely nothing
about emotions!
I told him I felt tired, my trip to

Vallarta was a little taxing on me, and
I’ve been detoxing and healing from a
recent painful gluten contamination.
That’s all I said: tired and gut detox.
Within minutes I saw lifelong issues
I’ve been struggling with appear
on screen and within an hour I felt
all anxiety gone from my body and
mind. I’m writing this article 2 days
later and that Zen feeling is still with
me. Words can’t describe it, you
have to feel it for yourself.
How It Works: quantum science is
actually more complicated than rocket
science, so I won’t fry your brain
(or mine) by getting too technical.
Rocket science is just about how to
get from here to the moon without
getting scorched. This is a whole lot
more complicated and genius than
getting to the moon. This machine
“reads you” through electrodes and
targets all your weak points. Then
it neutralizes them. It’s pulling info
from your bio-energy and then recalibrating you with thousands of
energy frequencies per second. Your
body reacts to those frequencies, it
reads you again, then sends thousands
more, e-v-e-r-y second! Multiply
that by an hour (somebody please
call Einstein to do that calculation).
I’m telling you, it’s more genius than
rocket science.
…I know you have questions (who
wouldn’t? this is mind-blowing stuff!)
Q: Is it painful?
A: No! It’s the most relaxing

experience you’ll ever have and I
promise you’re not going to want to
get off that amethyst chair.
Q: Amethyst chair?
A: Not all clinics have it, God bless
Holistic Bio-Spa, they do. Amethyst
absorbs negative energies and relaxes
you at levels that would take 10
years of meditations with a monk.
Amethyst chair. You’re going to love
it (I’ve been trying to bribe the night
security staff into letting me sleep on
it overnight, so far: nada).
Q: Are there any side effects?
A: Yes! A stress-free you!
I’m an amateur on this topic (who
got blown away by the experience). I
suggest you call Zoli, a 15-year expert
with SCIO. Prepare to say goodbye
to all the stress and pains that you
thought you were stuck with.

Dr. Zoli
Holistic Bio Spa is located in
Plaza Marina, Local B-10. Open
Monday to Friday from 9 AM
to 6 PM, Tel: 322-221-1607.
www.HolisticBioSpa.com
Email: Info@HolisticBioSpa.com
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The Healing
Power
of Plants

Ricardo Mazcal

Herbalist, Nutritionist and self-proclaimed chocoholic
mazcalteotl@gmail.com

Herbal medicine
Traditional or herbal medicine has played an essential role in human
health for thousands of years.
Traditional therapeutic approaches of regional significance are
found in Africa, Central America, China (TCM or Traditional Chinese
Medicine), India (Ayurveda), Mexico (Herbolaria Mexicana), Tibet,
Indonesia, Pacific Islands and South America.
Their scientific significance is considerable, and the commercial
potential of traditional medicines has resulted in increased international
attention and global market demands for herbal medicines.
Herbal medicines are currently the primary form of health care for
the poor in the developing countries, and also are widely used as a
supplement or substitute for conventional drugs in developed countries.
These traditional medicines have a fundamental role in the treatment
of various ailments and more than 60% of drugs used in the Western
pharmacopeia are isolated from herbs or derived from modifications of
chemicals found in plants.
Herbal medicines usually contain a complex mixture of various
bioactive molecules, which make its standardization difficult, and
there is little information about all compounds responsible for
pharmacological activity.
Many research papers have been published claiming the
pharmacological activity of herbal medicines, but few are discussing
the role of the exact phytoconstituents. Plants are complex in their
component make-up and are the best miners finding the minerals and
compounds which define that specific plant. There are very few plants
that have been investigated thoroughly; one is marihuana and the other
opioids.
Herbal medicines have a strong reputation throughout history and
within every culture to provide first-line and basic health services
for patients with numerous disease conditions. The roots of herbal
medicine are at the very beginning of human history.

These are the oldest form of medicines for the wellbeing of mankind
and they play a paramount role in culture-specific traditional medicinal
systems (TMS), i.e.: Ayurveda (India), traditional Chinese medicine,
and Herbolaria Mexicana.
Herbal medicine is a canopy term that includes an array of treatment
options to supplement conventional and nonconventional therapies.
Herbal medicine approaches are completely different from modern
orthodox practices.
The historical background of herbal medicine is as ancient as the
history of humanity, but recent investigations have given birth to new
nomenclatures to determine clarification and better cataloging of herbs,
their minerals, compounds, so now we have these new terms:
1. Ethnopharmacology, a term introduced in 1967, which deals
mainly with the scientific study of traditional medicinal plants. It can
be defined as the scientific study of materials used by ethnic and cultural
groups as medicines, and in most instances, this is synonymous with
the study of traditional medicine.
2. Phytochemicals are chemical compounds produced by plants,
generally to help them resist fungi, bacteria, plant virus infections, and
also consumption by insects and other animals. Phytochemicals can
be used as poisons and others as traditional medicine. Phytochemicals
aid the function of the immune system, protect cells and DNA from
damage that may lead to cancer, reduce inflammation, slow the growth
rate of some cancer cells, assist in regulating hormones.
Phytochemicals are a wide variety of non-nutritive chemical
compounds found in plant foods, which have health effects. Examples
are flavonoids, phenolic acids, isoflavones, curcumin, isothiocyanates,
and carotenoids.
3. Phytomedicine, natural remedies, natural products and their
chemistry and various other issues are present in the realm of herbal
medicines. Essentially, medicinal plants are a massive source of
chemical compounds, including primary and secondary metabolites,
alkaloids, flavonoids, lignin and things we are yet to discover.
Understanding the pharmacokinetic profile of such phytoconstituents
is essential, and while there is research that deals with pharmacokinetic
properties of phytoconstituents, there are several phytoconstituents yet
to be discovered for their kinetic properties.
We do not have a complete library of all the plants currently on the
planet. Many are extinct due to our negligence and ignorance. How
can we protect a plant when we do not know what that particular plant’s
phytoconstituents contain or what it can cure?
If you have any comments or questions, contact me by email or find me
at the Artisan Friday Morning Market in local #3 Rio Cuale island next
to Oscar’s restaurant or at Arte Viviente (Living Art), 303 Libertad, corner
of Matamoros in downtown Vallarta, Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday
from 3 p.m. to closing. At Arte Viviente, you can find many organic
products and supplements, Alum Crystal deodorant, milk thistle tonic and
dandelion root tincture, 38 different spices and many GMO-free. Organic
coffees, turmeric tincture, plus various types of honey. Also, Ceylon
cinnamon, apple cider vinegar with the Mother, probiotics and prebiotics
Maz-mix, moringa leaf and herb powder, tinctures, herbal supplements
and all products mentioned in this article at Arte Viviente. They ship
everywhere and accept PayPal and credit cards. Please contact Marcia
Blondin, 322 159 9675, for assistance. Email me at mexicasupplement@
gmail.com for information about herbal supplements, tinctures, antiviral
herbs to achieve your nutrition and health goals.
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Viewpoint

188%. Sales volume is $6,430,180.,
up 105%. Average sale price is
$123, 657., down 28%. Discount
is 7% off list. This average sales
price indicates single family lots
are being built, and the land for the
condos is not accounted for in these
statistics.

Harriet Murray

What kind of market are we in 2021?
The following statistics are offered
from the reporting in the FLEX FBS
MLS by AMPI agents. New and
resale construction statistics are not
separated at this time. Information
is deemed to be reliable but is not
guaranteed. Report taken Sunday,
May 23, 2021, 7:17 p.m.
Totals of condos, homes, land,
multi-family, commercial sales:
TOTALS
Total listings are 2,878, with 721
new listings. There are 831 offers
under contract with 528 sales as of
this date of May 23. Sales volume
is currently. $198,734,789., up 72%
over last year which was a total of
$115,3813143. Average sales price
for all type combined is $376,392.
14% than last year same time.
CONDOS
Condos continue to be the most
popular real estate type being sold.
We have now 1,906 condos for sale
with new listings 439 units. 609
condos are under contract,140%
more than last year same time. 364
units have closed, 50% more than
last year.

Sales volume is $136,314,354.,
56% more than last year. Average
sales price is up 4% at $374,490usd.
Average price off discount is 95%.
South shore had the highest sales
price total of $36,856,688., 161 %
higher than last year. Average sale
price is $526,524., down 2%.
Centro south followed with $25,
598,153. with an average sales
price of $360,537. in sales up 9%.
Nuevo Vallarta Est is third with
sale volume of $20,214, 652., up
11% over last year. However,
average sales price of $459,424.
is down 19% and an average 94%
sales price off list.
HOMES
Home inventory is now 580 units,
with 193 new listings. With 145
under contract and 108 sales. Sales
are up 24% over last year. Sales
volume is $53,633,255., up 115%
over last year. Average sales price
is up 73% to $496,604.
Nuevo Vallarta West has the
higher sales volume at $9,514,105.,
up 220% from last year. Average
sales price is $528,561., up 42%.
Discount off listed is 4%.

COMMERCIAL
We have a sale reported in the
South Shore for a commercial
property selling for $1,625,000.
There are 33 listings of commercial
in our database, 12 new ones with
2 under contract, 1 sold as of this
date.
Homes are selling and inventory
is down to 73 listings, from 93 last
year. 18 sales so far this year.
San Pancho is next with 40
listings, up 11% over last year. 12
homes sold this year with another
12 under contract. Volume is $7,
279,500., up 232%. Average sales
price is down 39% at $661,773.
Sales price off list is 87%.
Sayulita is third with an average
sales price of $595,3508., up12%
and discount 8% off list.
LAND
Of interest is where is the land
coming from for new projects.
Let´s see.
Listings for land is currently 320
lots or parcels, down 3% from last
year. New listings are 61 or up
15%. Under contract are 64 offers,
up 166% and 52 sales reported up

MULTI-FAMILY
There are 29 listings currently,
of which 12 are new listings. 9 are
under contract, up 800% from last
year. 3 have sold with sales volume
for this year, $732,000. Average
sale is $244,000., down 50%.
Average discount off list is 2%.
This article is based upon legal
opinions, current practices and my
personal experiences. I recommend
that each potential buyer or seller
of real estate conduct his own due
diligence and review.
N.B.: All amounts are shown in
U.S. Dollars.
Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at
harriet@casasandvillas.com |
www.casasandvillas.com
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Planning your next computer
Part 3

Another item to consider if it’s
a must have or not for you, is
the type of screen on your next
computer. “Should I spend the
extra $$$ and get a touch screen?”
has popped up in several emails
and conversations the past couple
of months. Well, the short answer
is the same as it is for “how
much RAM” or “how powerful
a processor should I get?” It
depends on what you want to do
with the new computer.
Touch screens have been around
for a long time in restaurants,
hotels and of course ATM’s.
But for many years, these little
wonders were very expensive
and often running 3 or 4 times
the cost of a comparable regular
screen cost. But as with all new
technology, prices eventually
come down.
Fast forward to 2021 and tablets,
smart-phones with touch screen are
the norm. Even here in Vallarta,
stores are getting more and
more models of computers with
touchscreens. Laptops, all-in-one
computers and regular desktop

computers with touchscreens are
popping up all over.
The cost of a touchscreen
capable computer has come down
a lot the past couple of years, to
where it’s only about one hundred
dollars more than the same model
without touch capabilities. So... is
a touchscreen something you need
or even want?
Depending on whom you talk
to, touch screen computers are
either the natural evolution of the
PC or the dumbest idea ever. On
one side you have Microsoft and
Intel touting the latest Windows
10 touch screen PCs and on the
other you have people quoting the
late Steve Jobs about “touch” not
belonging on laptops or vertical
displays. So who’s right?
Well, both are right really.
As with deciding on any other
computer features, choosing to
have a touch screen or not is a
matter of preference and your
needs.
Let’s take a look at the pros
and cons of touch screens on a
computer so you can make up your

own mind about them. On PC’s,
Windows 8 was a BIG change
in the operating system and was
written to work very nicely with
a touchscreen. Hence the large
outcry from computer users who
only use a keyboard and mouse
and hate the Windows 8 interface.
With Windows 10, they brought
back more keyboard / mouse
friendly configuration.
Touchscreen is perfect for
working on a tablet or smart
phone because the screen is more
convenient for use with your
hands than an upright angle of a
laptop or desktop screen. I can
already see a new strain of carpeltunnel syndrome looming on the
horizon. There’s actually a term
already for the prolonged use of
vertical touch screens -Gorilla
Arm!
If you’re continually holding up
your arm straight out at a vertical
display, sure that’s not a natural
position and it’s going to hurt
over time. However, the truth is
you’re probably not going to be
constantly holding up your arm.
If you’re using a touch screen
desktop PC or laptop, you might
tap and swipe, then switch to the
keyboard and mouse, and back - a
sort of combo of the two types of
input methods.
One of the earliest criticisms
about touch screen PCs is that
programs and desktop windows
are hard to use with touch. The
close button, scrollbars, and other
navigational elements were too
small and hard to accurately hit.
Windows 10 has changed that to
a big extent, with things like the
toolbars creating a more touchoptimized interface in desktop
mode. If you work a lot with
pictures, I think that’s where a
computer touchscreen will come
in handy.
One of the main reasons I
won’t be using my touch screen
on my laptop anytime soon - the

smears on the screen. I’m a bit
OCD already as far as working
on a clean computer screen goes.
Greasy smears are the complaint
of every smartphone and tablet
user-and I am constantly cleaning
my iPhone screen to remove
smudges. It’s no different if
you’re constantly touching a PC
screen. The only reason I bought
a laptop with touchscreen, is that it
had many features that I REALLY
wanted and touch happened to be
in the mix.
Another big reason as to why
I think touchscreen laptops will
remain an “option” rather than
becoming the norm yet, is their
power usage.
Touch screens
require more power. PC Magazine
compared a couple of touch
screen laptops with their nontouch counterparts (same model
and size) and found that the nontouch laptops lasted over an hour
longer in terms of battery. This
is definitely something to keep in
mind if you need as much battery
life as possible for your next
laptop, although you can disable
the touch screen in the settings, to
save on battery usage.
So basically, the touchscreen is
really just another way to interact
with your computer. You will
still have your keyboard and your
mouse/touchpad when you want
them and can use the touch screen
as little or as much as you want.
That’s all my time for now. See
you again next week... until then,
remember only safe Internet!
AND stay safe personally by
staying home as much as possible
AND using a mask when out!
Ronnie Bravo
Ron can be found at CANMEX
Computers. www.RonnieBravo.com
Sales, Repairs, Data Recovery,
Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware upgrades,
Graphic Design, House-calls available.
Cellular 322-157-0688 or just email to
Canmex@Gmail.com
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Suddenly Marlin!
Stan Gabruk

(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

We’ve been dealing with some
strange conditions where the water
temperatures, bait conditions,
currents and species have all been
one big confused mess. Then, all
of a sudden, Marlin move in. Now
this could be a freak thing or it
could finally be time for the Billfish
to move in. Amazingly enough,
Striped Marlin are picking up in
numbers and it’s getting hard not
to catch (spread out) at least one if
outside the bay. Dorado have made
an appearance in some decent size,
but nothing you can rely on.
Tuna at Corbeteña, massive
amounts of huge Skip Jack Tuna
means anything is now possible.
Strange thing is the water
temperatures are still in the midrange where most Marlin species,
except for Stripers, normally aren’t
around. Blue water in most fishing
grounds and things are looking
promising! For now, the fishing is
on the upswing, right on time!
With the swirling currents,
rollercoaster water temperatures
and continual massive bait, it’s been
a tough row to hoe. Then suddenly,
Black Marlin turn up at Corbeteña

and throughout the entire area. In
fact, Capt. Cesar called me to let
me know that one boat had a 500lb leader and it broke! Not bill
whapped, snapped! The captain
was excited and said the Black
Marlin was well over 700 lbs. when
I suggested he hooked into a shark!
Blue Marlin are here and throughout
the area as well, averaging 350 lbs.
or larger. Dorado also came in,
but in smaller sizes, still with any
luck you find a floating log or some
trash, then the Dorado are in the 30lb range. Yellowfin Tuna in the 50lb range. The Yellowfin Tuna have
been hitting kites best. With huge
Skip Jack Tuna for bait in the 10-lb
range, you couldn’t ask for a better
bait. Striped Marlin and possible
Sailfish have been roaming the
area. Feeling lucky?
The point off Punta Mita is
showing signs of life again with
the occasional Dorado to 35 lbs.
Sailfish have been in the area as well
but only a few being boated. Jamey
Langolier at Punta Mita had some
nice sized Rooster fish in the 40-lb
range in the Sayulita area. Striped
Marlin are thick in this area, about 7

miles off shore they’re at 75 to 110
lbs., not unusual to have 5 strikes
or more, it’s up to you to convert.
Bullet Bonito, Skip Jack Tuna and
huge amounts of Ballyhoos, Goggle
eyes, it’s a fish McDonald’s out
there. The good news is they’re
taking live bait. Off the back side
of El Moro this week there are some
Huachinango Snapper, some Jack
Crevalle too, but they’re dropping
in numbers quickly.
Possible
Rooster fish at El Moro as well so
again, anything is possible. Blue
water and warm currents are key.
Worth the time and effort for now.
Inside the bay is “interesting”.
Once again massive amounts of
bait in the form of Ballyhoos, flying
fish, Goggle Eyes and the list goes
on. Baby Dorado and Spinner
Dolphin too, but this time they’re
not running with Yellowfin Tuna
Footballs! Nope, the Footballs
are at Majhuitas, believe it or not.
They’ve been hitting baits best at
sun-up, so use this information
wisely. Dorado are all over the Los
Arcos area but they’re babies, fun
to catch and then release, please.
Jack Crevalle are thin but running
35 lbs. Sierra Mackerel are way
down in numbers but for the early
bird they’re still there to be had.
Bonito babies and Skip Jack Tuna
all over the bay which has drawn
in some Striped Marlin in the
smaller ranges. So with diminished
expectations, believe me, Moby

Dick is not in the bay, you will have
a great day of action and memories!
The bite this week is still in the
morning about 09:00 so be where
you want to be by then. Water
temperatures this week are up a bit,
but still only 73 degrees in the bay
and 71 degrees at Corbeteña so it’s
confusing to me why Blacks and
Blue Marlin are roaming the area.
It must be the massive amounts of
Flying fish, Goggle Eyes, Ballyhoos
(yes, I said that) and the list goes
on. The good news is everything is
hitting live bait, so be creative. If at
Corbeteña targeting Yellowfin Tuna
using a kite with a double trouble
rig gets four baits on the water
surface and it’s been working well.
Until next week, don’t forget to
Kiss Your Fish!
Master Baiter’s has expanded into
doing Tours (about time), Airport
Transfers where we pick you up
at the airport and of course private
tours making us a one stop shopping
network. And we won’t try and sell
you a timeshare!

Stan Gabruk
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.com.mx
Local Phone at: 322 779 7571 or
our international number is: 011 52
322 209 1128 10 to 9 local time.
#MasterBaitersSportfishing on Instagram
Facebook, http://www.facebook.com/
pages/Master-Baiters-Sportfishing-Tackle/
The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing
and Tackle is protected under trade mark law
and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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Ongoing Events & More...

Emergency

The Historical Naval Museum (right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) may still be open. $45. Pesos.
Voladores de Papantla usually performed @ 6 p.m. on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.

CMQ Premiere
Hospiten
Hospital Joya
SanMare
Medasist
C.M.Q.
I.M.S.S.
Regional

322.226.6500
322.226.2081
322.226.1010
322.252.1711
322.223.0444
322.223.0878
322.224.3838
322.224.4000
322.222.0923
322.222.1533
322.209.0622

322.178.8999 / Emergency: 911
322.178.8800 /
Emergency: 322.222.1527

- Fridays – Virtual Shabbat Services until
further notice. Info & Reservations:
Rabbi@chabadvallarta.com
PLEASE NOTE! The Friday Artisan Market
on Isla Cuale and the Saturday market at
Lazaro Cardenas Park are open!
Check them out on Facebook.
- Mondays to Saturdays - 9 & 11 a.m. + 1 & 3
p.m. - El Salado Estuary Mangrove used to offer
tours with bilingual guides, which could be reserved
at 226-2878 or 044 (322) 175-7539. They also
offered a beautiful virtual tour. Please check out
their Facebook page for more information:
https://www.facebook.com/esteroelsalado
- Monday to Friday - City Walking Tours 9 a.m.
& 12 noon – Meet 15 minutes early at the Tourism
office at City Hall by the main square. Social
distancing, face masks, comfortable clothes &
antibacterial gel required. Saturdays @ 9 a.m.

SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal
rescued by the SPCA, please contact:
spcapv@gmail.com
PLEASE leaf through this issue for events
that do not appear here ...and JOIN US ON
FACEBOOK!
For a comprehensive list of most -if not allcharity groups and non-profit organizations
in and around PV, you may want to check out:
ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php

24 HOURS: 322.224.8484
322.224.7643

AEROTRON
AEROMEXICO
322.293.0098 / 322.293.0099

322.225.0000 / 322.225.0018
322.209.1123

322.223.2500 EXT. 230 / 232
322.222.1762

Solution to crossword page 35

551.102.8000
VOLARIS
880.011.2345
INTERJET
AIR CANADA 001 880.719.2827
AIR TRANSAM 001 880.900.1431
001 880.252.7522
ALASKA
AMERICAN

322.223.1516
322.223.2500

322.226.8440
880.021.4000

001 880.904.6000

CONTINENTAL (SEE UNITED)
001 880.266.0046
DELTA
001 880.432.1359
FRONTIER
SUN COUNTRY 001 880.924.6184
001 880.864.8331
UNITED
US AIRWAYS 001 880.428.4322
SOUTHWEST 001 880.435.9792
WESTJET

001 880.514.7288

Solution to sudoku page 35
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The New York Times Tuesday Crossword Puzzle
Timothy Polin | Edited by: Will Shortz |

New York Times

Solution on Page 34

S U DO KU !

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row,
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution on Page 34

